FINE ART PORTRAITS

Studio: 96 Mary Street,
Barrie, ON, L4N 1T1
t. 705.719.9769
c.416.951.1715
www.jenniferklementti.com

ABOUT THE
PHOTOGRAPHER
Jennifer Klementti is an internationally
published lifestyle and portrait
photographer. She has been
commissioned for work by clients across
Canada, New Zealand,
the United States and Europe.

PHOTOGRAPHY IS ART,
INTUITION AND
POETIC EXPRESSION.

STUDIO

LOCATION

TRAVEL
Please inquire directly.

The goal for any portrait session is the creation of stunning
art for display in your home. An investment in fine art
portraiture is one that will be cherished for a lifetime.

Basic Portrait Session
(Family, children, babies, maternity, couples)
(Newborn or extended family session: add $100)

$275

In-studio or by phone consultation with Jennifer to
discuss the portrait process, creative direction, and
how to prepare in advance for your portrait session.
1 hour portrait session in-studio or on location
In-studio portrait viewing and ordering appointment
booked within two weeks of your portrait session
where you will select your favourite images and place
your order.
WEB RESOLUTION digital files of ordered prints
included
ADD ON: Crystal USB of ALL high resolution digital
files $400
Please note that ONLY digital files that were ordered as
prints, canvas, or in a fine art book will be retouched
individually.

View sessions & portfolio on my website.

Maternity & Newborn Session
$1795

(savings: $200)

In-studio or by phone consultation with Jennifer to
discuss the portrait process, creative direction, and
how to prepare in advance for your portrait session.
1 hour maternity session and a 2 hour newborn
session in-studio or on location.
In-studio portrait viewing and ordering
appointment booked within two weeks of your
portrait session where you will select your favourite
images and place your order.
Custom designed 10x10 Linen covered 20 page fine
art book OR $875 print credit.
Crystal USB with ALL high resolution digital files
included.
Please note that ONLY digital files that were ordered as
prints, canvas, or in a fine art book will be retouched
individually.

View sessions & portfolio on my website.

CUSTOM PRINTS + FRAMING + GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS
Custom Prints

Custom Framed Prints

Gallery Wrapped Canvas

5x7

$30

*triptychs available

n/a

8 x 10

$40

$180

$195

11 x 14

$95

$275

$325

16 x 20

$175

$395

$450

20 x 24

n/a

$625

$575

24 x 30

n/a

$795

$695

30 x 40

n/a

$995

$875

40 x 60

n/a

*custom quote

$1500

WEB resolution digital file of each ordered print is included.

CUSTOM PRINTS + FRAMING + GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS
FINISHING
All custom prints are given special care and handling and are printed on professional photographic
paper to the highest of industry standards.
We highly recommend that enlargements larger than 11x14 be framed through our studio to ensure
archival quality and the artistic vision of the artist. We extend a lifetime warranty on your custom framed
portraits.
*Our most popular black wood Roma hand made Italian frames are used in above pricing. We can quote
another custom frame for you.
Gallery Wrapped Canvases are printed onto canvas and stretched onto a gallery stretcher frame.
Canvasses arrive ready to hang. Our canvasses contain only environmentally neutral products while still
retaining the best in class in lightfastness and image longevity. The hardwood stretcher bars that are
custom cut are sourced from North American forests.

TERMS
A deposit of 50% of your portrait order is requested at the time of ordering. Prices do not include taxes.
All print orders must be made at your in-studio ordering appointment, which is booked within two weeks of
your portrait session.
ONLY ordered images will be archived for a period of one year. Unordered images will be purged from our
systems 7 days after your order has been placed.
Please allow 2-4 weeks for print delivery and 4-6 weeks for custom framing or custom art pieces.

PRINT COLLECTIONS
COLLECTION ONE

$695

Savings:

$170

$300

Savings:

$75

1 16x20 Custom Framed Print
4 8x10
10 5x7

COLLECTION TWO
1
4
4

11x14
8x10
5x7

BOUTIQUE ITEMS
10 x 10 LINEN COVERED
FINE ART BOOK

$875

5x7 FOLDED CARDS
LINEN OR
WATERCOLOUR

25+: $5/ea
50+: $4.50/ea
100+: $4.00/ea

FINE ART + DOCUMENTARY
SESSIONS

Fine Art + Documentary Session
$1895

(savings: $205)

In-studio or by phone consultation with Jennifer to
discuss the portrait process, creative direction, and
how to prepare in advance for your portrait
session.
This session is for discerning clientele who wish to
create unique or conceptual, documentary or
stylized fine art portraits for their home.
3 hour fine art + documentary portrait session
on location or in-studio.
Custom designed 10x10 linen covered 20 page fine
art book OR $875 print credit
Crystal USB with ALL high resolution digital files
included.
In-studio portrait viewing and ordering
appointment booked within two weeks of your
portrait session where you will select your
favourite images and place your order.
Please note that ONLY digital files that were ordered as prints,
canvas, or in a fine art book will be retouched individually.

Capture the fleeting moments of childhood and the
richness of our everyday life found in those ‘in-between’
moments that make our life’s story.
Documentary photography captures the honesty in life
and enables us to see and remember the subtleties of
our existence.
Photography helps to define our lives by encapsulating
who we are, where we were and every detail that fades
with memory.
The unposed, the real moments, the moments where we
are truly just being.
Being ourselves; living and loving life.
For Jennifer, these sessions are all about seeing the
beauty in the every day.
They are an opportunity to allow ourselves to slow down
for a moment, and to be fully immersed in the moment.
Fine art + documentary sessions are customized for
each client.

COMPLIMENTARY GIFT
Print orders over $1000 will receive a crystal USB with ALL high
resolution digital files from their portrait session. (value: $400)
Please note that ONLY digital files that were ordered as prints, canvas, or in a fine art
book will be retouched individually.

COPYRIGHT
An artist’s copyright is protected by Federal Copyright
Law. Even though the images may be of you or your child,
the artist/photographer still owns the copyright to the
image.
Jennifer Klementti guarantees the highest quality of
archival fine art prints, gallery wrapped canvases, and
fine art books ordered through the studio.
If a fine art print does not meet Jennifer's expectation, it
is reprinted at no extra cost to you.
Jennifer Klementti does NOT guarantee the quality of
anything not printed through our studio.
Thank you. If you have any questions, please ask. We are
always here to help.

THANK YOU
I look forward to working with you
and your family to exceed your
expectations.
Custom portraiture is an investment
in beautiful artistry that will be
treasured for generations to come.
I will do my best to give you and
your family a wonderful custom
portrait experience.
Jennifer Klementti

